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Abstract 

In this paper we present a new transformation for the scheduling of memory 
accessing operations in High-Level Synthesis. This transformation is suited 
to memory-intensive applications with synthesized designs containing a sec
ondary store accessed by explicit instructions. Such memory-intensive behav
iors are commonly observed in video compression, image convolution, hydro
dynamics and mechatronics. Our transformation removes load instructions 
which become redundant during the transformation of loops. The advantage 
of this reduction is the decrease of secondary memory bandwidth demands. 
Our experiments on benchmarks from several application areas show that a 
significant reduction in the number of memory loads is obtainable. 
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1 Introduction 

Traditionally, one of the goals in High-Level Synthesis (HLS) is the minimization of storage requirements for 

synthesized designs [16, 7, 17, 13, 8, 10]. As the focus of HLS shifts towards the synthesis of designs for inher

ently memory-intensive behaviors [9, 18, 11, 15], this step becomes crucial to obtaining acceptable performance. 

Examples of such behaviors are abundant in video compression, image convolution, speech recognition, hydro

dynamics and mechatronics. The memory-intensive nature of these behaviors necessitates the use of a secondary 

store (e.g. a memory system), as a primary store (e.g. register storage) sufficiently large enough would be im

practical. This memory is then explicitly addressed in a synthesized system by memory operations containing 

indexing functions. However, due to the bottleneck that a memory system represents, memory accessing op

erations must be effectively scheduled so as to optimize memory access. In this paper, we present a scheduler 

transformation which optimizes memory access by the elimination of extraneous load operations. 

Memory-intensive behaviors which compute values from a 'window' of data exhibit extraneous memory in

teraction when the window 'slides' on the data-space in loop execution. Each loop iteration, values are loaded 

from and/or stored to the memory and then loaded again in future iterations. The degree of overlap in these 

windows then determines the amount of extraneous, or redundant, memory interaction. For example, consider 

the behavior: 

for i = 1 to N 
for j = 1 to N 

end 
end 

a[i] := a[i] + t(b[i][j - 1] + b[i]U - 2]) 
b ( i] [j] : = F ( b [ i][j]) 

The inner loop normally would require four load and two store instructions per iteration. However, after appli

cation of our transformation, the inner loop contains only one load and one store. 

Recognizing redundancy is not trivial as two factors weight into the process: one, memory disambiguation 

routines are necessary to determine if the current values of the indexing functions of two memory instructions 

involved refer to the same secondary storage cell, and, two, the recurrence in data use can span an arbitrary 

number of iterations. Therefore, it may not be obvious at the behavioral scheduling level which load operations 

are candidates for elimination as well as the number of iterations over which redundancy spans. 

During loop pipelining [19, 14, 6] multiple iterations of the loop are overlapped (subject to data dependencies 

and resource constraints) to find a repeating pattern in loop execution. As each iteration is integrated and 

overlapped with the current loop schedule, the load instructions from the new iteration are exposed to the load 

and store operations from previous iterations. With the aid of memory disambiguation, the recurrence patterns 

in data usage become apparent from loop iteration to iteration as the new load operations move into time steps 

with loads and stores from previous iterations. Therefore, the scheduler can detect candidates for elimination 

as the parallelism in the loop is exposed. Thus, by incorporating our transformation into the loop pipelining 
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algorithm, we are able to overcome the problems mentioned previously. 

This transformation has many significant benefits. By eliminating redundant loads occurring on the critical 

dependency path through the code, the performance of the resulting schedule can increase dramatically as 

the length of the critical path can be shortened, thus generating more compact schedules and reducing code 

size. Also, due to our transformation 's local nature, it in te grates easily in to other parallelizing transformations 

(5, 19, 14, 6]. Another benefit is the possible savings in hardware due to the decrease in memory bandwidth 

requirements and/or the exploration of more cost-effective implementations. 

In Section 2, we discuss related work. Section 3 briefly describes memory disambiguation. Section 4 contains 

the redundant load elimination algorithm. Section 5 demonstrates results obtained on a suite of benchmarks 

and Section 6 concludes. 

2 Related Work 

In (4] an algorithm is presented which improves the "balance" of a loop by reducing the number of loads. 

This algorithm is a high-level transformation which restructures a loop. Our transformation is done locally on a 

behavioral object level and thereby easily integrated into synthesis transformational systems. Also, the algorithm 

given in (4] deals only with single-dimension arrays and single flow-of-control. Our transformation allows arbitrary 

indexing; and, because it can be incorporated into scheduling algorithms which <leal with multiple paths (such 

as Path Based Scheduling [5]), can be applied whenever detectable redundancy arises. 

Work on reducing memory system requirements is relative sparse in synthesis. In (9] a model is developed for 

incorporating indexed memory accesses into the data-flow paradigm. This model formulates the dependencies 

between indexed operations as well as the overall structure of these dependencies. In this model a loop quantiza

tion approach is taken to determine dependencies between memory operations. In our method, the dependencies 

are uncovered between memory operations as a loop pipelining algorithm overlaps iterations. Thus dependency 

analysis is done (vía symbolic expressions) only when required for compaction. In (18] the notion of background 

memory ( arrays in the specification language) management is discussed. Although an example is shown, no 

details of an algorithm are present. Therefore, it is not clear what approach is taken in determining redundancy 

removal, nor the general applicitivity of the technique. Our technique incorporates elements of memory aliasing 

theory, therefore we are able to determine redundancy in a general manner rather than at a textual pattern 

matching level, which can easily and often be defeated. 

3 Memory Disambiguation 

Memory disambiguation is the ability to determine if two memory access instructions are aliases for the same 

location [3, l]. In the context of redundant load elimination, we are interested in static memory disambiguation, 

or the ability to disambiguate memory references during scheduling. In the general case, memory indexing 

functions can be arbitrarily complex due to explicit and implicit induction variables and loop index increments. 
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Therefore, a simplistic pattern matching approach to matching loads and stores over loop iterations cannot 

provide the power that memory aliasing analysis <loes. For instance, in the following behavior if arrays a and b 

are aliases: 

for i = 1 to N 

end 

a[i] := ta[i - 1] + kb[i - 2] 
Coef[i] := b[i] + 1 

pattern matching will fail to find the redundancy. 

In our scheduler, memory disambiguation is based on the well-known greatest common divisor, or GCD test 

[2] and is accomplished through the use of symbolic expressions. A symbolic expression is an equation which 

formulates the current value of the indexing function in a particular loop iteration for a given memory accessing 

instruction. To derive the expressions, fl.ow analysis routines track values from program beginning until loop 

entran ce. 

Performing memory disambiguation on two operations, opl and op2, involves determining if the difference 

equation: (op1 's symbolic expression) - (op2's symbolic expression) = O has any integer solution. If a solution 

<loes exist, then the two operations refer to the same memory location. 

The importance of memory disambiguation to programs which index a secondary store can be seen in the 

ability to move load operations beyond store operations during parallelization. Consider an arbitrary data-flow 

graph where the critical path begins with a load and ends with a store. If the ability to discern whether the load 

and store access the same location is not present a conservative approach must be taken. This would disallow 

the motion of the load operation beyond the store operation because of the possibility that they refer to the 

same location. Thus, the parallelism is unnecessarily limited. 

During loop pipelining, symbolic expressions are updated with respect to the variables that are contained in 

the indexing function. 

4 An Algorithm for Redundant Load Elimination 

In this section we present the algorithm for performing redundant load elimination (RLE) and define terms 

that will be used in its exposition. The basic idea behind the RLE algorithm is the incremental examination 

of a previous time step for a recurrence in data usage when parallelizing memory load instructions. If multiple 

memory accessing instructions are present, each is checked for possible optimization. In this way our optimization 

can be applied whenever the memory disambiguator can determine that two memory instructions refer to the 

same location. This allows the possibility of applying the optimization to instructions even if their respective 

indexing function are different. 
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4.1 Terminology 

• A program graph is a control/data-flow graph where each node corresponds to a time step and contains the 

operations to be executed in that step; edges between nodes represent the fl.ow of control from one node 

( or step) to the next. 

• A use of a variable a is a reference made by sorne operation to a. 

• A definition ( def) of a variable is the operation which assigns a val u e to that variable. 

• The semantics of a node are that values necessary for operations in that node are ready at the "start" of 

the node, while results of operations become available at the "end" of a node. Therefore, it is semantically 

correct for the same variable to both be used and defined in a node. 

• A variable's lifetime is the period in program fl.ow between a variable's definition and a variable's last use. 

During its lifetime a variable is said to be live. 

• A variable is said to reach a node if it is live in that node. 

• The latency expiration point of an operation refers to a node in the program graph where that operation 

has no further latency (i.e. the value computed by that operation is available for use). 

• An operation's latency field is composed of all nodes that are reachable from that operation and are latency 

expiration points. 

• A load operation is composed of an indexing function and defines a variable with a memory location's 

value. It is assumed that, once the load issued, storage for the variable is reserved and may not be used 

during the latency of the load. 

4.2 Algorithm in Detail 

In Figure 1 the main algorithm for redundant load elimination can be found. In our Percolation-based scheduler 

[19], this algorithm is invoked by the move_op transform (or any suitable local code motion routine in other 

systems) which moves an operation op contained in node n to immediate predecessor node m (i.e. op will be 

executed in an earlier time step ). The conditions necessary for invocation of redundantload..elimination by 

move_op are that op is a memory load operation and that node m contains at least one memory operation 

(i.e. there is the possibility of a successful transform application). Thus, we assume that these conditions have 

been met when executing redundantJoad..elimination. 

When invoked redundantJoad..elimination checks the load operation, op, against each memory operation, 

mem_op in the previous node m to determine if op and mem_op are aliases. If so, then the appropriate op

timization routine is called. It is always possible to apply the load-after-load optimization ( this is discussed 

further in 4.2.1) so successful status is returned in this case. With the load-after-store optimization it may be 
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Function redundanLload_e/imination( op, n, m) 
Be gin 

Foreach memory operation, mem..op, in node m 
if ( op and mem..op are aliases) then 

switch mem..op 
case load: 

l. invoke perform.Joad_/oad_opt with 
the proper arguments 

2. return successful transformation 
status 

case store: 
1. invoke try.Joad..store_opt with 

the proper arguments 
2. if the status returned from the call 

is successful return, otherwise continue 
end 

end 
end 

return Fail; 
End redundanUoad_e/imination 

Figure 1: Redundant load elimination algorithm. 

the case that this optimization cannot be applied due to limited resources (this is discussed further in 4.2.2). 

If the load-after-store optimization fails, the algorithm <loes not termínate because it might still be possible to 

apply the load-after-load optimization. 

It is assumed that the procedure invoking redundant.Joad_e/imination requires sorne indication of success 

or failure. This is necessary as code motion routines can continue to move the load to earlier time steps in the 

case that it was not found to be redundant. Also, store-after-load elimination then becomes possible ( e.g. when 

storing in a loop, but to the same variable in the same iteration), as in: 

for i = 1 to N 

end 

for j = 1 to N 
a(i] := a(i] + b[j] 

end 

where the loads of and stores to a(i] are invariant w.r.t. the inner loop. The initial value of a(i] can be loaded 

previous to the loop and stored after inner loop completion, while during the loop it resides in a register. 

4.2.1 Load-After-Load Optimization 

The load-after-load optimization is applied in situations where a load operation accesses a memory value that 

has been previously loaded and no intervening modification has occurred to that location's value (i.e. there is 
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Procedure perform.Joad_/oad_opt(op, n, mem...op, m) 
Be gin 

Foreach node in the latency field induced by 
mem...op and reachable by op : 

1. create a move operation which transfers 
the memory value loaded by mem...op to 
the destination of op 

2. update local information in node 
delete_operation( op, n); 

End perform_/oad_/oad_opt 

Figure 2: Load-after-load optimization. 

Figure 3: Path illustration for RLE optimizations. 

no intermittent store). In Figure 2, pseudo-code for the load-after-load optimization is found. Once it has been 

determined that two loads refer to the same location, the perform_/oad_/oad_opt procedure is called with mem_op, 

a load from sorne previous iteration, op, the (now) redundant load and their respective containing nodes in the 

program graph. The idea behind this algorithm is to insert move operations into nodes in mem_op' s latency 

field which will transfer the memory value and obviate load operation op. As a matter of correctness, move 

operations are only inserted into the nodes in mem_op' s latency field if op' s definition reaches those nodes. This 

is dueto the possibility that many paths emanate from mem_op' s containing node, of which one leads to op (see 

Figure 3). Finally, op is deleted from the program graph and the local information in node n is updated by a 

call to delete_operation. 

Because move operations are introduced into the schedule by this optimization, it may appear at first glance 

that the necessary number of registers increases. However, the register count remains exactly the same and is 

not affected by load-after-load optimization. 

Theorem 1: The load-after-load optimization does not increase the number of register used. 

Proof: Let Opt denote a load operation which defines a and is scheduled in time step t and Opt+1 denote a 

redundant load which defines b and is scheduled in time step t + 1. Load operations have latency l. Before 

the transformation, a is available for computation in time step t + l and b is available in time step t + l + 1. 

Concerning only a and b, the register counts in each cycle are: cycle t, one and cycle t + 1 to t + l + 1, two. 

After the optimization is applied, a move operation b := a appears in time step t + l when a is available. Now 
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the register counts are: cycle t to t + 1- 1 one and cycle t + l to t + l + 1, two. Therefore the total register count 

in each step has not increased. In fact, in the period t + 1 to t + l - 1 the register usage has decreased leaving a 

free register which other transformations can possibly exploit. 

4.2.2 Load-After-Store Optimization 

The load-after-store optimization is used to remove a load operation which accesses a value that a store operation 

previous wrote to the memory. In the load-after-store optimization, unlike the load-after-load optimization, there 

is the possibility that the optimization cannot be applied. Consider the partial code fragment: 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 

a[i] := b 
e := a[i] 

def b 
use b 

To eliminate the load e := a[i], and replace it with the move operation e := b in step 2 would violate program 

semantics because it introduces a read-wrong conflict. The move operation must be placed in step 1 to guarantee 

correct results. However, in this code fragment: 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 

a[i] := b 
e:= a[i] 

def e 
use e 

unlike the first, placing a move operation in step 1 will violate program semantics because it introduces a write

líve conflict-the operation defines or writes to a variable that is live. In this case the move must be inserted 

into step 2. Notice that in both cases, the transformation is still possible, analysis is required to determine which 

step is applicable. 

The case when this optimization might not be fe(lSible is a combination of the two fragments above: 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 

a[i] := b 
e := a[i] 

def b def e 
use b use e 

It is a violation of semantics to place a copy e := b in either time steps 1 or 2. However, ifa free storage cell 

exists then the optimization can be done: 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 

a[i] := b 
e:= d 

def b def e d := b 
use b use e 

Therefore, the precise case when the load-after-store optimization fails to remove a redundant load operation is 

composed of three conditions: 

l. Replacing the load with a move operation results in a read-wrong conflict. 

2. An added move operation to the previous step will introduce a write-live conflict. 
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Procedure try-1oad_store_opt( op, n, mem..op, m) 
Be gin 

l. Determine if a read-wrong conflict 
exists. 

2. If not, change op to a copy operation. 
Update local information. Return success. 

3. Determine if a write-live conflict 
exists. 

4. If not, remove op and add a move to m. 
Update local information. Return success. 

5. If a free cell exists in m, add a copy to 
m defining the free cell, change op to copy 
free cell. U pdate local information. Return 
success. 

6. Return fail. 
End try_/oad_store_opt 

Figure 4: Load-after-store optimization. 

3. No free storage cell exists in the previous time step. 

In practice, this situation occurs very infrequently. 

The load-after-store optimization algorithm is found in Figure 4. The first step determines if a read-wrong 

conflict exists (condition 1). If not, then a move operation is inserted into node n, local information is updated, 

op is removed and successful status is returned. If condition 1 does exist, further analysis is done to determine 

the existence of a write-live conflict. If condition 2 does not exist, then a move operation is added into node m, 

local information is updated, op is removed and successful status is returned. If both conditions 1 and 2 exist, 

then a free storage cell is necessary to save the value over the conflicting range, after which the value can be 

moved to the definition variable of op. This free cell is needed in the previous step (node m) because that is the 

point at which the value dies (its last use is its storage to the secondary memory). If the free cell exists in node 

m, then the value stored to memory is also moved into that temporary storage until the next step when it is 

moved into the definition variable of op. If no free register is available then failing status is returned. 

4.3 Discussion 

One of the underlying motivations in the development of this transformation is the ability to perform it in a 

local manner. Because of this, both load-after-load and load-after-store optimizations introduce move operations 

( operations which strictly move data from one storage cell to another) into the schedule to preserve semantics. 

In terms of the algorithm, load operation op has a particular destination to which all users refer. The move 

operation serves to pass data along from the destination of memory_op to the destination of op. To search the 

graph for all operations which use the destination of op and replace that with the destination of memory_op 

would be too time consuming and the transformation no longer remains local. 
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Step 1: a:= x[i-1] b := x[i-2] Step 1: a:=x[i-1] b := x[i-2] 

Step2: e :=a+ b Step 2: e :=a+ b b:=a 
Step 3: x[i] :=e Step 3: x[i]:=c 
Step 4: i := i+l Step 4: i := i+l a:=c 
Step 5: a:= x[i-1] b := x[i-2] Step 5: c:=a+b 
Step 6: e :=a+ b Step 6: x[i]:=c 
Step 7: x[i] :=e Step 7: i := i+ 1 
Step 8: i := i +1 (e) 

(a) 

Step 1: a:= x[i-1] b := x[i-2] Step 1: a:= x[i-1] b := x[i-2] 

Step 2: e :=a+b Step2: e :=a+ b 
Step 3: x[i]:=c Step 3: x[i] :=e c:=c+a 
Step 4: i:=i+l a:=x[i] b:=x[i-1] Step 4: i := i+l x[i+l]:=c 
Step 5: c:=a+b Step 5: i :=i+l 
Step 6: x[i]:=c (d) 
Step 7: i := i +1 

(b) 

Figure 5: RLE example. 

Also, a concern about the introduction of move operations is that it could hinder code motion. This is not 

the case as copies serve only to move values around, and thus do not correspond to true data-dependencies. 

Therefore, copies do not interfere with code motion as the respective source argument of an operation can be 

modified local/y during operation movement. Further, copy statements frequently become dead and can be 

removed from the code. Therefore, copies typically do not imply additional hardware demands ( e.g. specialized 

busses). 

4.4 A Detailed Example 

Figure 5 contains an example of the application of the RLE transformation to loop code. For this example, all 

operations have a one cycle latency. Indexing functions, which can be arbitrarily complex in the general case, are 

shown here simplistically for the purposes of demonstration. Consider the schedule in (a) as the initial schedule. 

When the load operations a := x[i - 1] and b := x[i - 2] are moved into the previous time step, a dependency 

on an induction variable is encountered. However, with an adjustment to the indexing function they can be 

moved into the previous step and the schedule in (b) results. Next, the operation a := x(i] is moved up one step, 

however, load-after-store elimination applies and the optimization is invoked. There is no read-wrong conflict, so 

the load is changed into a copy. The operation b := x[i -1] continues to move until step 2, where load-after-load 

optimization applies. Because loads have a latency of one in this example, the latency field of a := x[i - 1] 

contains the node that operation b := x[i - 1] resides in. Therefore the load is converted into the copy b := a. 

As the operation e := a+ b from the second iteration moves up, it passes "through" the copy a := e and the 

source arguments are changed to refl.ect this. The schedule in ( c) results. After the copy b := a is "pushed down" 

(through fl.ow analysis), the operation e:= c+b is changed to e:= c+a and the final schedule in (d) is obtained. 
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11 

RLE N umber of Ports 
Benchmark 1 2 3 4 

Prefix Sums 

11 

no 8 8 8 8 
(sean) yes 6 5 5 5 

Tri-diagonal Elimination no 10 9 9 9 
Below Diagonal yes 7 6 5 5 

G LR equations* no 25 24 24 24 
yes 14 12 12 12 

2D-Hydrodynamics no 32 28 26 25 
(implicit computation) yes 26 24 24 22 

Table 1: Steps for schedules with unlimited FU resources. 

The increment of the induction variable in step 4 can be changed to i := i + 2 and i := i + 1 can be deleted from 

step 5. 

5 Experiments and Results 

In this section we discuss the experiments and results conducted to study our transformation. Three of the four 

benchmarks used for our experiments are numerical algorithms which are core routines in many algorithms (as 

discussed in the introduction): prefix sums (sean), tri-diagonal elimination below the diagonal and general linear 

recurrence equations ( G LR equations). These are adapted from [12]. The fourth benchmark is a two-dimensional 

hydrodynamics implicit computation adapted from (20]. Latencies used for scheduling these behaviors were 2 

cycles for add/subtract, 3 for multiply, 5 cycles for load/store. 

The memory model adopted here is idealized under the following assumptions. The memory ports from the 

computation unit to the secondary memory are hoinogeneous. Any port may issue a load or store operation to 

the memory system; each port has its own dedicated address calculation unit. The memory system is considered 

to be pipelined-each memory port can issue a memory instruction each cycle. With a pipelined memory, bank 

conflicts might occur causing a second load instruction to a bank, for instance, to have a latency longer than 

that used. However, for this study, these accessing confiicts were assumed not to occur (i.e. perfect access). 

With these assumptions, two experiments were conducted. In the first, schedules were generated with the 

number of memory ports constrained between one and four ( e.g. between one and four memory operations could 

be simultaneously issued) and no functional unit constraints. Two schedules were produced for each benchmark 

under these constraints, with the sole difference between them, the application of our transformation. The goal 

of this experiment was to isolate the difference in schedules produced with and without our transformation 

without the bias of functional unit constraints. In the second experiment, schedules were again generated with 

memory ports constrained between one and four and functional units were constrained to two adder units and 

one multiplier unit. This experiment was designed to study performance in the presence of realistic functional 

unit resources. 
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RLE N umber of Ports 
Benchmark 1 2 

1 
3 4 

Prefix Sums no 9 9 

1 

9 9 
(sean) yes 6 5 5 5 

Tri-diagonal Elimination no 10 9 9 9 
Below Diagonal yes 7 6 5 5 

G LR equations* no 28 28 28 28 
yes 17 16 16 16 

2D-Hydrodynamics no 38 32 28 26 
(implicit computation) yes 26 25 24 23 

Table 2: Steps for schedules with resource constraints. 

For each experiment, the number of steps in the schedule of the innermost loop was counted. The GLR 

equations benchmark (marked with a*) has two loops at the same innermost nesting level; the results indicate 

the summation of the number of steps in both loops. The results of experiments one and two are fÓund in 

Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The column in the tables labelled "RLE" contains indication of the application of 

our transformation to the behavior. The columns collectively labelled "Number of Ports" contain the number of 

steps of the innermost loop for the respective functional unit and memory port parameters. 

Our results indicate that this transformation is of significant importance for the benchmarks studied. The 

results for experiment one (Table 1) demonstrate that this optimization considerably reduces the number of 

cycles for the inner loop. This is due to the removal of a load operation allowing operations dependent on that 

load to be executed earlier, thus shortening the critical path. In the prefix sums and tri-diagonal elimination 

benchmarks, a performance limited by the latency of a load is achieved with a suffi.cient number of ports. Since 

a latency of 5 cycles was used for load operations and not all loads can be eliminated, the schedule length cannot 

be any shorter. The same characteristic is exhibited· by the GLR equations benchmark, although computational 

latency causes a longer schedule length. The two-dimensional hydrodynamics benchmark continues to exhibit 

improving performance as the memory port constraints increase. 

The results of experiment two (Table 2) indicate that load elimination plays an important role in the pres

ence of realistic resource constraints. For the prefix sums and tri-diagonal elimination benchmarks, the RLE 

transformed behaviors were not affected by the resource constraints due to the increased flexibility in schedul

ing. When a load operation is removed, the dependent operations can move to earlier time steps. In resource 

constrained scheduling these operations have a much higher mobility, and thus a higher degree of scheduling free

dom, w.r.t. the untransformed behavior. Thus, in the presence of resource constraints, the RLE transformation 

provides greater flexibility in scheduling. This flexibility is also demonstrated by the GLR equations and two

dimensional hydrodynamics benchmarks, although they are also affected by the particular resource constraints 

as well. 
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6 Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented a new local scheduler transformation which optimizes the accessing of a secondary 

memory thereby reducing memory traffic. This method is based on the redundancy found in memory access 

instructions both within and across iterations of a loop. The method of eliminating these redundancies is 

through the use of memory aliasing theory, which determines when two memory instructions access the same 

location. With this foundation, our technique provides a powerful method of memory optimization in contrast to 

a simplistic pattern-matching approach (e.g. the comparison of source-level text to determine equivalency) that 

can often and easily be fooled. We have presented our algorithm in detail and provided results of its application 

to several benchmarks which demonstrate the utility and power of this memory minimization transformation. In 

this paper we have restricted our discussion to memory traffic minimization. We believe that this transformation, 

when used in conjunction with other traditional HLS transformations, should yield better designs for memory

intensive applications. Future work will address this interaction. 
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